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The formulation of nonlinear kinematics of shells in three different shell theories namely Donnell, Sanders 
and Nemeth including shear deformation for anisotropic materials is presented. A finite element solution 
for the equilibrium equations of Sander’s improved first-approximation theory is developed and has been 
used to develop the nonlinear finite element amplitude equation of vibration of conical shells of Donnell, 
Sanders and Nemeth theories using generalized coordinates methods and Lagrange equations of motions. 
The amplitude equation of nonlinear vibration of conical shell has been solved for multiple cases of 
isotropic materials with neglecting the shear deformation. Linear vibration frequencies for different 
conical shells with different materials, geometry and boundary conditions are validated against the existing 
experimental data in the literature and show excellent agreement. The nonlinear vibration results have 
been validated against the existing data for cylindrical shells and demonstrate good accordance. The 
validated model has been used to investigate effect of different parameters including circumferential mode 
number, cone-half angle, length to radius ratio, thickness to radius ratio and boundary conditions.
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51 Introduction
The primary objective of any structural analysis-design is to predict and avoid catastrophic fail-
ures of the structure and subsequently achieving a reliable structure at the lowest possible weight.
While linear shell theories have been successfully used for analysis of shell structures when the
deformations are small in comparison to the shell thickness, achieving better accuracy requires
employing nonlinear shell theories for some practical applications. At the same time the growing
widespread application of composite materials with anisotropic properties adds to the complexity
of the analysis. Conical shells are important structural element of aerospace vehicles and can be
found in different applications ranging from ray-domes up to satellite launch vehicles with large
fuel tanks.
In comparison to cylindrical shells and flat plates, nonlinear vibration of conical shells received
less attention in scientific literature. One of the earliest studies are the work of Lindholm et al.[1]
that was focused on non-symmetric transverse vibrations of isotropic truncated conical shells us-
ing Donnell’s type of nonlinear kinematics with focus on bending and membrane rigidity. Sun et
al. [2] studied the dynamic response of conical and cylindrical shells under ramp and sinusoidal
temperature loads using Donnell’s nonlinear shallow shell theory. Bendavid et al.[3] developed
a nonlinear theory for bending, buckling and vibrations of conical shells based on Sander’s non-
linear theory and proposed a variation of generalized coordinates method to predict the shell’s
response. Kanaka Raju et al. studied the large -amplitude asymmetric vibrations of shells of revo-
lutions employing Sander’s nonlinear kinematics to obtain finite element’s stiffness matrix. Their
proposed iterative method includes iteration over and refinement of stiffness matrix to achieve
convergence. Ueda[5] employed an equivalent of Donnell’s shallow shell theory to formulate a two
degrees of freedom finite element to analyze the free vibrations of conical shells. He employed the
same methodology on cylindrical and demonstrated that his results are in good accordance with
those of Olson[6].
Liu et al.[7] used Donnel’s type of nonlinearities in conjunction with Galerkin’s method to study
the vibration of shallow conical sandwich shells. They presented effects of variation of several
parameters including boundary conditions and the stiffness of the sandwich core on the nonlinear
response of the shell. Xu et al.[8] studied the nonlinear vibration of thick conical shells, using
Donnel’s shallow shell theory and a proposed solution in form of double Fourier series with time
dependent coefficients. Their results showed good accordance with the exiting data. Fu et al.[9]
taking similar approach to Xu et al.[8] in an study presented the relative thickness to radios ra-
tio when the the effect of transverse shear can be omitted. Awrejcewicz et al.[10] studied the
transition from regular to chaotic vibrations of isotropic spherical and conical shells taking into
account Donnell’s type of nonlinearities and studied effect of various parameters including cone-
half angle, the amplitude and the frequency of the excitation force and the boundary conditions
on the transition to chaotic behavior. Chen et al.[11][12] employed Donnell’s nonlinear theory to
6study nonlinear vibration and stability of rotary truncated conical shells including the coupling
of high and low modal responses and stated that right rotation could have hardening effect on
the shell’s stability. Sofiyev[13] studied the nonlinear vibration of truncated conical shells made
of functionally graded materials (FGM) and using Galerkin and Harmonic balance method, the
influences of compositional profiles and shell’s geometry on the shell dimensionless nonlinear
frequency were investigated. In follow up studies Najafov et al.[14][15] expanded that study to
FGM conical shells surrounded by an elastic medium on the Paternak-type elastic foundation and
truncated cones coated by FGM materials. Sofiyev[16] investigated the large-amplitude vibration
of non-homogeneous orthotropic composite truncated conical shells. The Young’s modulus and
density were assumed to vary exponentially through the thickness of the shell and effect of various
parameters including non-homogeneity, orthotropy and shell’s geometry on the dynamic response
of the shell were presented.
The objective of this study is to develop a hybrid finite element model and solution for the
nonlinear vibration of anisotropic conical shells. The solution consisted of two parts:
• The conical shells finite element’s displacement functions are developed by using an analyt-
ical solution to the Sander’s improved first order linear shell theory.
• Substituting the developed finite element formulation in nonlinear strain-displacement re-
lationship (kinematics) of Sanders’ nonlinear theory, kinetic and internal strain energies
are expressed in terms of nodal displacements. Then employing the generalized coordi-
nates method, the equations of motion of the nonlinear shell are derived through Lagrange
method. The numerical solution of these equations of motion has been used for the dynamic
analysis of conical shells.
2 Nonlinear Kinematics
For shell structures (where the dimension of the medium in one direction is significantly lower
than the other two dimensions), it is common to treat the elastic body as a 2D medium with a
reference surface and relating the strain and stress fields of a point at a certain distance from the
reference surface to the values of the corresponding point on that reference surface.This approach
introduces three important factors on the limitations of any model in shell analysis [17]:
• The relationship that has been used to define the strain-displacement (kinematics) within
the reference surface that defines the geometrical nonlinearities;
• The relationship that has been used to relate the displacement, strain and stress at a point
with a certain distance from the reference-surface to the values of the corresponding point
on the reference surface (shear deformation);
7 The relationships that has been used to dene the variation and discontinuities of eld vari-
ables at the interfaces of layers in multilayer shells (layerwise, Zig-Zag and equivalent single
layer)
Nemeth[18] in an exposition provided a shear deformation type of shell theory that can provide
Donnell’s and Sanders’ shell theories as an explicit subsets. The kinematics of this theory are
developed based on the assumption of small strains and moderate rotations and themselves are
a subset of the general derivations of non-orthogonal principle coordinates of [19]. Assuming
the reference surface is located at the middle of the shell, the ve fundamental unknowns in
this formulation are two middle-surface tangential displacements u1( 1;  2) and u2( 1;  2), the
normal displacement u3( 1;  2) and two transverse shearing strains  13( 1;  2) and 

23( 1;  2). The
tangential and normal displacement fields of a material point p( 1;  2;  3) in a shell expressed in
the orthogonal principal-curvature coordinate systems are given as:
U1( 1;  2;  3) = u1( 1;  2) +  3 [’ 1   ’’ 2] + F1 ( 3)  13 (1a)
U2( 1;  2;  3) = u2( 1;  2) +  3 [’ 2   ’’ 1] + F2 ( 3)  23 (1b)













• ’ 1 , ’ 2 and ’ are the linear rotation parameters.
• F1( 3) and F2( 3) are two analyst-defined functions that specify the through-the thickness
distributions of the transverse-shearing strains.
The linear rotation parameters are defined as follows:
’ 1( 1;  2) =





u 3( 1;  2)
 1
(2a)
’ 2( 1;  2) =





u 3( 1;  2)
 2
(2b)












u 1( 1;  2)
 2
+
u1( 1;  2)
 11
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8where A1, A2, R1, R2,  11 and  22 respectively are the surface metrics, principle radii of curvature
and geodesic radii of curvature in directions of  1 and  2. In addition the linear deformation
parameters are defined as follows:
e11( 1;  2) =
1
A1
u 1( 1;  2)
 1
 
u2( 1;  2)
 11
+
u3( 1;  2)
R1
(3a)
e22( 1;  2) =
1
A2
u 2( 1;  2)
 2
+
u1( 1;  2)
 22
+
u3( 1;  2)
R2
(3b)
2e12( 1;  2) =
1
A2





u 2( 1;  2)
 1
+
u1( 1;  2)
 11
 
u2( 1;  2)
 22
(3c)
Using the linear rotation and deformation parameters, the strain-displacement relationship on the



















































































































































In the above formulation:
• Specifying cNL = 0 and c3 = 1 simplifies the kinematics to the improved first-approximation
linear shell theory of Sanders [20] and cNL = 1 provides di erent nonlinear theories as de-
scribed in the following items.
• Specifying cNL = 1;c1 = c2 = c3 = 1 defines Nemeth’s nonlinear theory [18]
• Specifying cNL = 1;c1 = 0 and c2 = c3 = 1 retrieves Sanders’ kinematics [21] [22].
• Specifying cNL = 1;c1 = c2 = 0 and c3 = 1 retrieves Sanders’ kinematics with the nonlinear
rotations about the reference-surface normal neglected [21] [22].
9 Specifying cNL = 1;c1 = c2 = c3 = 0 defines the Donnell’s strain-displacement relationship
[23].











































































































. The definitions ofh
Si
i
matrices can be found in appendix A.
3 Stress-Strain Relationship and Anisotropy
3.1 Fundamentals and Transformations
The stress-strain relationship for the homogeneous triclinic (fully anisotropic) mth lamina














C11 C12 C13 C14 C15 C16
C12 C22 C23 C24 C25 C26
C13 C23 C33 C34 C35 C36
C14 C24 C34 C44 C45 C46
C15 C25 C35 C45 C55 C56


































Often the coordinate system that the elasticity tensor is defined is not aligned with the global
coordinate system. In such cases to obtain the transformed elasticity matrix we need to employ
the transformation between two orthonormal bases (such as Cartesian coordinate system). Such


















































0 cos( 1)  sin( 1)
0 sin( 1) cos( 1)
3
7777777775







cos( 2) 0 sin( 2)
0 1 0
 sin( 2) 0 cos( 2)
3
7777777775







cos( 3)  sin( 3) 0




(for rotation along x3 ) (9c)
For a combination of rotations along all axes, the combined rotation matrix can be obtained by
multiplying single axis rotation matrices of equation (9) in the desired order. For example, for
rotation first by an angle of  1 along x1, then by an angle of  2 along x2 and finally by an angle of





















The relationship between the transformed stress-strain tensors and the original stress-strain ten-



























































































































































a2¯2a3¯3 + a2¯3a3¯2 a2¯1a3¯3 + a2¯3a3¯1 a2¯1a3¯2 + a2¯2a3¯1
a1¯2a3¯3 + a1¯3a3¯2 a1¯1a3¯3 + a1¯3a3¯1 a1¯1a3¯2 + a1¯2a3¯1

























of equation (14) for transformed homogeneous fully




















3.2 Plane Stress Conditions
For shell structures; usually plane stress condition is applied. Considering the presented coor-
dinate transformations in the previous section, without losing generality we assumed that the thin
dimension is aligned along the transformed x¯3 axis. Two di erent cases of plane stress condition
are formulated. The first one excludes the shear deformation. The second formulation takes into
12
account the shear deformation.
3.2.1 Plane Stress Reduced Compliance Tensor with No Shear Deformation
In absence of shear deformation, it is assumed that ¯ 33 = ¯ 23 = ¯ 13 = 0. Substituting these









1 2 6 3 4 5
o
(16)







































































C¯11 C¯12 C¯16 C¯13 C¯14 C¯15
C¯12 C¯22 C¯26 C¯23 C¯24 C¯25
C¯16 C¯26 C¯66 C¯36 C¯46 C¯56
C¯13 C¯23 C¯36 C¯33 C¯34 C¯35
C¯14 C¯24 C¯46 C¯34 C¯44 C¯45



















Using equation (17), it is possible to obtain values of ¯ 33,2¯ 23 and 2¯ 13 in terms of other strains
and the elements of the permuted compliance tensor. To do so, first we define the following sub-


















































































































































And in the original from of equation (14) this can be rewritten as follows:
n
¯









 11 ¯ 22 0 0 0 2¯ 12
o|
(22)
3.2.2 Plane Stress Reduced Compliance Tensor with Shear Deformation
When shear deformation is taken into account, it is assumed that ¯ 33 = 0 while ¯ 23 , 0 and
¯










1 2 6 5 4 3
o
(23)



































































C¯11 C¯12 C¯16 C¯15 C¯14 C¯13
C¯12 C¯22 C¯26 C¯25 C¯24 C¯23
C¯16 C¯26 C¯66 C¯56 C¯46 C¯36
C¯15 C¯25 C¯56 C¯55 C¯45 C¯35
C¯14 C¯24 C¯46 C¯45 C¯44 C¯34



















Again it is possible to solve the value of ¯ 33 in terms of remaining strains and the elements of



























































Q¯11 Q¯12 Q¯16 Q¯15 Q¯14
Q¯12 Q¯22 Q¯26 Q¯25 Q¯24
Q¯16 Q¯26 Q¯66 Q¯56 Q¯46
Q¯15 Q¯25 Q¯56 Q¯55 Q¯45











































In equation (27), diag() is the mathematical operator that constructs a diagonal matrix from
the elements of a vector. Smiliar to the previous section, the permuted strain-stress relationship














And in the original from of equation (14) this can be rewritten as follows:{












The equilibrium equations of the shell are obtained using the principle of virtual work as a
function of work-conjugate stress resultants. The conical shells equilibrium equations that are
obtained based on Sanders’ improved first order linear theory [20] are presented in appendix C.
15
Work-conjugate stress resultants of equation (C.2) are approximated symmetric stress-resultants.
The conventions for loads and stress resultants are shown in gure 1. By substituting stress strain
relationship of (22) (or (29) when shear is considered); work-conjugate stress resultants can be ex-
pressed in terms of fundamental unknowns (u 1;u2;u3;  13;  23). Therefore the the two dimensional















































Details of stress resultants of equation (30) are provided in appendix B. In general, due to pres-





can demonstrate very complex mathematical expressions that can lead to even more
complex definitions for work-conjugate stress resultants.
To reduce these terms to some manageable equations; all fractions containing combination of
principle and geodesic radii of curvature can be replaced by their second order Taylor series in  3
direction. This approach results in three-parts equations containing zero, first and second orders.
First and second order terms can be included or excluded from the equilibrium equations with





are presented in appendix C. This formulation provides a flexible approach to
compare models with di erent levels of complexities especially for thick shells. For example set-
ting  0 =  = 0 results in acquiring a set of equations similar to what was presented in [25]. It




matrix can be expressed in terms of principle and geodesic radii of curvature and elasticity asso-












pq that their definitions can be found in




pq are equivalent to [A],[B] and [D] matri-
ces of of the classical laminated-plate theory of [26].
Additionally as will be shown in the following sections, to produce homogeneous equilibrium
equations for conical shells, the shell is approximated with a linearly variable thickness equiva-




shows dependency to  1. The constitutive matrix with
substituted conical principle and geodesic radii of curvature for linearly variable thickness trun-




and presented in appendix H. Related coecients for this matrix are









Figure 2. Transverse Shear Deformation
5 Shear Deformation
As has been stated earlier, the through-the-thickness distributions of the transverse shearing
strain have been defined by two analyst-defined functions F1(ξ3) and F2(ξ3). For first order shear
deformation theory it can be assumed that:
F1(ξ3) = F2(ξ3) = ξ3 (31)
Therefore the effect of shear results in linear displacement of a point off the middle surface along
the angles that have been shown in figure 2.
6 Linear Equilibrium Equations of Conical shells
7 Equilibrium Equations Derivation
Using principle of virtual works five linear equilibrium equations of conical shells based on
the already defined kinematics and in terms of stress resultants can be obtained [18]. These five
equations are presented in appendix C.
7.1 Solution Form and the Characteristic Equation
Substituting work-conjugate stress resultants of (30) into equilibrium equation (C.2) of ap-









Figure 3. Conical shell element dimensions and coordinates
knowns. Since these equations even for the simplest case of single layer isotropic materials with-
out any shear deformation are found to be non-homogeneous in terms of powers of ξ1, additional
assumptions are needed to facilitate obtaining an analytical solution. To that end, it is assumed
that the thickness of shell varies linearly along the ξ1 coordinates:
t = δξ1 (32)
where δ denotes the thickness variation proportionality. It should be noted that to simulate con-
stant thickness shells, the value of δ is chosen in a way that the constant thickness appears in the
middle of any element of the shell. To employ the separation of variable technique the solution is
assumed to have the following form:
u1 = u1,x¯(x¯) (cos(ncξ2)) (33a)
u2 = u2,x¯(x¯) (sin(ncξ2)) (33b)
u3 = u3,x¯(x¯) (cos(ncξ2)) (33c)




23 = u5;x¯(x¯) (sin(nc  2)) (33e)
where
• nc is the circumferential mode number.
• x¯ = ( 1)L
• L is a reference length with the suggested value of L = 0:5( 1;0 +  1;1) or the  1 coordinates of
the middle of the element.
For the longitudinal direction the following solution form that guarantees the homogeneity of the
equilibrium equations is chosen for five fundamental unknowns:
ud;x¯ = Cd(x¯)
( s d )
2 (s1 = s2 = s3 = 1; s4 = s5 = 3) (34)
where Cd is the arbitrary magnitude of the displacement. Substituting equation (33) in equi-
librium equations of (C.2) of appendix C and some lengthy mathematical manipulations yields
following five equations:
L i;1 sin(nc  2) + L i;2 cos(nc  2) = 0 (i = 1;2;    ;5) (35)
L i;j (s) are only functions of ud;x and the associated derivatives along  1 direction, circumferen-
tial mode number and shell parameters such as elasticity and geometry. In other words they
do not contain any dependency to  2. Since  2 can take any arbitrary value (0   2  2 ), for
satisfying equations (35), coecients of both sin (nc  2) and cos(nc  2) should be zero or L i;j = 0
(i = 1    5; j = 1;2) and this process produces a system of 10 equations. By substituting equation
(34) in equation (35) and after some mathematical manipulations, the equilibrium equations can












C¯P1;1 C¯P1;2    C¯P1;25
























































 (  12 )
g(; s d;n) (d = 1;2;    ;5) (38)












(   sd   2k + 2) (39)








vector of system of
equations of (36). After removing that term, the system can be rearranged to be defined as a












AP 1;1 AP 1;2    AP 1;5
































Depending on the presence of shear deformation, the order of expansion of the principle and




(e.g.  0 , 0 and  , 0), theh
AP
i
matrix could have sub-column rank or full column-rank. For example for shells consisting
of a single layer isotropic material and with the assumptions of no shear-deformation and zero




matrix is reduced to a square 3  3 matrix similar
to what presented in [25].
To satisfy any arbitrary magnitude of displacements, system of equation (40) should have infinite




is found to be a square









matrix are polynomials in terms of , that results in obtaining a
characteristic equation. In other cases (for non-square forms) , the problem can be treated as a




























































= Pc() = 0 (44)
Depending the assumption used, the characteristic polynomial of equation (44) could have be-
tween eight up to sixteen distinct roots and the number of distinct roots defines the degrees of the
freedom of the system. It is worth mentioning that when the system is treated as a linear least
square system, the degrees of the characteristic polynomial could raise up to 32. But the number
of distinct roots remains equal to half a that number due to multiplicity of the roots of the char-
acteristic polynomial. Assuming presence of K distinct roots the final solution of the system is
obtained by summation of all those solutions.



















0 (d = 1;3;4)





1 (d = 1;3;4)
0 (d = 2;5)
(45b)
8 Finite Element Formulation
To preserve the symmetry, the element of current study is bounded by two line nodes such as
i and j as shown in figure 4. The nodal degrees of freedom of the elements of the current study
are defined as the derivatives (including zero order) of  1 component of unknown displacements
at two line nodes. Since depending on the simplification assumptions (e.g. presence or absence
of shear deformation and etc.) the number of DOFs can vary, they are chosen from an ordered
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{δi }





u3i,x¯ Ui = u1i,x¯
Vi = u2i,x¯
Wi = u3i,x¯
Figure 4. Conical shell element line nodes and translational degrees-of-freedom
list that has been presented in table 1. For example in absence of shear deformation and using
isotropic materials, the characteristic equation, has eight distinct roots [25]. In that case each
node is assigned with the first four degrees of freedom of table 1 to produce eight total degrees of
freedom.




matrix. Therefore it is ex-




vector can be expressed in terms of the remaining element.
So without losing generality to determine the five unknown arbitrary magnitudes of the displace-
ments ({C1,k,C2,k,C3,k,C4,k,C5,k}ᵀ) associated with each λk , first we express all of them in terms of
C1,k. This can be done through solving the following reduced system at λ = λk :
AQ2,2 AQ2,3 AQ2,4 AQ2,5
AQ3,2 AQ3,3 AQ3,4 AQ3,5
AQ4,2 AQ4,3 AQ4,4 AQ4,5























should be considered. For example for isotropic materials with no shear deformation and
neglecting principle and geodesic radii of curvature, after removing zero rows and columns the
left hand side matrix is reduced to a 2×2 matrix, similar to what presented in [25]. Solving linear
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system of equation (46), the relative arbitrary magnitude of displacements associated with each
 k can be expressed in the following form:
C1;k = (1)C1;k
C2;k =  2;kC1;k
C3;k =  3;kC1;k
C4;k =  4;kC1;k
C5;k =  5;kC1;k
(47)
At this point, the problem is reduced to finding K unknown constants C1;k associated with
each  k. Assuming  m is the nodal degree of freedom of the system placed on the ring located
at x¯m and it is associated with the nth derivative of dm displacement, its value follows a similar








































(   sd   2j + 2) (49)
Investigating equations (48) and (49) reveals that the only variable parameters are the arbitrary
amplitudes of vibrations or C1;k (k = 1;2; ::;k) because bm;k coecients are estimated by known
parameters. In other words, equation (48) can be used to construct the following system of equa-
tions that defines the dependency of unknown amplitudes of vibration of the system to the chosen




















a1;1 a1;2    a1;K







































Rearranging to the matrix form and substituting (51) in equation (45) yields the following dis-
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Table 1. List of ordered nodal degrees of freedom
No. Variable Description
1 Um = u1m;x¯ Shell longitudinal displacement





u3m;x¯ Shell normal displacement slope
4 Vm = u2m;x¯ Shell circumferential displacement
5  13m = u4m;x¯ Transverse shear deformation along  1



















u1( 1;  2)
u2( 1;  2)
u3( 1;  2)
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R1;1 R1;2    R1;K










c1;1 c1;2    c1;K























are defined as follows:





( k  s d)
2
(sin(nc  2)
sed ) (cos(nc  2)
ced ) (53)




are obtained as follows:




as the nth(n = 0    ) derivative of dt h unknown displacement along the  1 coordinates:
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8.1 Notes on the Displacement Matrix Elements
The terms of displacement matrix demonstrate interesting properties that as will be shown,
those properties can be exploited to formulate the nonlinear problem in a mathematically eloquent
way. First it should be recalled that since the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial are real-
valued, the roots should appear either as real numbers or pair of complex conjugate numbers.
Therefore if  k 2 C be found among the roots its complex conjugate such as  k 2 C should be in






words if Rd;k an Rd;k are associated with  k and its conjugate  k, the corresponding constant




 . Therefore Nd;k( 1;  2) is
defined over a function space that its basis function can be defined as follows:














In special case of real roots when  k =  k (subsequently c = c
 ) and there is only a single element




matrix, the corresponding basis function takes the
following form:
H ( ; 0:5  c;se;ce) : ( 1;  2) !
h





The evaluation of (55) (or (56)) results in real numbers only because the imaginary parts of the pair
of terms cancel each other out. Therefore by expressing the displacement functions in this form,
results in obtaining real-valued finite element matrices (stiffness, mass and etc.) that reduces nu-
merical errors. Using this definition, each element of the displacement matrix can be represented
in the following form:
Nd;k( 1;  2) =
MX
i =1
H ( i ;ci ;sei ;cei ) = Sd;k( ; c;se;ce ) ( i ;ci 2 C;sei ;cei 2 N ) (57)
The function space defined by S demonstrates certain properties that are presented in appendix
G. In short these properties mandate that addition, subtraction, multiplication and differentiation
with respect to principle surface coordinates generate terms that belong to S. Moreover surface
metrics, principle and geodesic radii of curvature and any real number can be defined over S.



















Sd;1 Sd;2    Sd;K
on


























































 1  2     K
o|
(59b)
9 Equations of Motion




, contains the spatial component of shell motion and












contains the temporal (time-dependent) component of shell motion,
it is possible to obtain equations of motion of the shell using generalized-coordinates method. The















= qi ; (i = 1;2;    ;K) (60)
where
• T is the kinetic energy of the system
• V is the elastic strain energy of the system
• qi is the nodal external force


































The kinetic energy has three parts; pure translational, cross translational-rotational and pure
























































S1;1 S1;2    S1;K
S2;1 S2;2    S2;K







































S4;1 S4;2    S4;K














































































































































The definitions of the areal densities  0,  1 and  2 are given in appendix E. The total kinetic
energy can be obtained from:
T = TT + TTR + TR (64)






































































It should be noted that over the truncated conical surface integrals of equation (65) can be calcu-








































































































































































































9.2 Internal Strain Energy

































Taking into account equation (5) and (7), the through-thickness integral of equation (68) for vari-








































matrix for variable thickness conical shells are given in appendix H. It is





dency to  1 and therefore should be defined in shape of basis function given by equation (56) or
in other words they belong to S function space.
Using the definition for displacements given by equation (58), the di erentiation and other math-
ematical operations defined in appendix G and the original definitions given in equations (2), (3)
and (4) it is possible to express the linear rotation and deformation parameters over S function
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2 SK and  2 f’ 1; ’ 2; ’ ;e 11;e 22;e12;  11;  22;  12g

(70)





























































































































































































































































































































































The nonlinear components of strain presented in equation (4a) can be formulated as dot product
of two scalars such as  a and  b. Since all those scalars are defined as a vector over S multiplied
by nodal degrees of freedom (similar to equation (70)); their dot products can be formulated using
Kronecker product (
) as follows:


























































1  1  2     1  K  2  1 
2























































































































A1A2d 1d 2 (75d)













































































Using equations (J.15),(J.43),(J.46) and(J.61) the derivative of the strain energy with respect to the












































































































9.3 Equations Of Motion In terms of Nodal Displacements


















































































































where the definition of operator
(K K )
































Equation (81) can be solved as a classic eigenvalue problem to obtain! 2L. For better presentation,
it is convenient to report the dimensionless frequencies that is defined as follows:

 = !R 2
r
 (1    )2
E
(82)
10.2 Nonlinear Free Vibration


















































It is worthy to mention that some of the earlier studies(e.g. [27] and [28]) have solved equation
(83) as an eigenvalue problem and predicted di erent behavior. Because eigenvalue equation of
(83) does not satisfy the nonlinear equilibrium equation of (79) for all the times, the nonlinear
frequencies calculated by such approach are not accurate [29][30]. Employing a weighted residual














sin(!t )dt = 0 (84)




is independent of the time and
RT =4
0 sin







4(!t )dt = 3T =32, the nonlinear vibration of equation (80) can be transformed to















































Equation (85) can be solved as an eigenvalue problem using "vector iteration method"[29] in the
following steps:
• The mode shapes of the linear frequency of the interest are normalized to have the maximum




• The normalized mode shapes is multiplied by a coecient that makes the largest degree of
freedom in the direction of interest (W ) equal to the amplitude of the interest (e.g.  max =
0:2  thickness).































































Figure 5. Case 1: FEM linear dimensionless natural frequency (equation (82)) compared to the experimental
results of Hu et al.[31] for the first (5a) and second mode (5b) of vibration of a free-free truncated conical
















• The developed eigenvalue problem is solved and then the calculated mode shape and the
nonlinear frequency is used to repeat the process until the residual and the obtained non-
linear frequency converge to a certain threshold that in current study is chosen as relative
error less than 1  10 6 %.
11 Results and Discussion
11.1 Validation: Convergence and Linear Frequencies
To investigate the validity of the model, in the first step the convergence and the accuracy of
the linear frequency of vibration in-vacuo has been compared with four available experimental
cases in the literature:
• Case 1: free-free vibration of conical shells made of cold-rolled steel reported by Hu et al.
[31] where the experimental setup has been reported to be:  c = 14:2 , R1 = 0:06919m,
R2 = 0:1543m, h = 2:54  10 4 m, E = 203GP a,  = 0:3 and  = 7988kg=m3 [31–33] and all
degrees of freedom where left free (the data has been digitized from Fig. 2. in reference
[31]).
• Case 2: vibration of loosely clamped supported cold-rolled steel truncated conical shells
with the same material properties as the case 1 reported by Lindholm et al.[1, 33], where the
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Table 2. Comparison of linear natural vibration dimensionless frequency 
 for the first mode (m=1) with
the existing experimental studies




Present Ref. [1] Present Ref. [1] Present Ref. [34]
2 0.591447 - .62666 - .02928 (255.0) .03017 (262.8)
3 0.358468 - .47194 - .01636 (142.5) .01689 (147.1)
4 0.228965 - .32698 - .01053 (91.8) .01331 (115.9)
5 0.158844 0.157 .18723 - .01271 (110.7) .01524 (132.7)
6 0.118549 0.121 .17681 .165 .01940 (169.0) .01939 (168.9)
7 0.096123 0.097 .14045 .137 .02423 (211.1) .02422 (211.0)
8 0.086202 0.089 .11828 .120 .02958 (257.7) .02957 (257.5)
9 0.085335 0.088 .10680 .112 .03548 (309.0) .03546 (308.9)
10 0.090378 0.091 .10356 .108 - -
11 0.098605 0.099 .10632 .110 - -
12 0.108286 0.109 .11300 .117 - -
13 0.118805 0.117 .12197 .125
other experimental setup parameters have been reported to be:  c = 30:2 , R1 = 0:0889m,
R2 = 0:2019m, h = 2:54  10 4 m, and the boundary condition is set to be V = W = @W =@x= 0
and U free (the data has been digitized from Fig. 4 in reference [1]).
• Case 3: same as the case 2 in terms of material and boundary conditions with the geometrical
parameters reported to be:  c = 45:1 , R1 = 0:10115m, R2 = 0:2276m, h = 2:54  10  4 m (the
data has been digitized from Fig. 5 in reference [1]).
• Case 4: vibration of clamped-free aluminum truncated conical shells reported by Adelman
[34] where the experimental setup was:  c = 60:0 , R1 = 0:0762m, R2 = 0:6097m, h = 6:35 
10 4 m, E = 68:948GP a,  = 0:315 and  = 2714kg=m3 and the boundary conditions at the
clamped small edge where assumed U = V = W = @W =@x= 0 (the data obtained from TABLE
IV in reference [34]).
It should be noted that to maintain the accuracy in the current study the linear part of the kine-
matics equations has been always modeled using the linear part of Sander’s kinematics (c3 = 1 in
equation (2)). Figure 5 shows the variation of calculated dimensionless frequencies versus the cir-
cumferential mode number for di erent number of elements in case 1 in the first and second mode
of vibration. The results show excellent agreement. Using that results for other cases the number
of elements has been chosen to 20 elements. The correctness of boundary conditions implemen-
tation was investigated in cases 2, 3 and 4. The values of dimensionless linear natural frequencies














































(b) Cylindrical Shell: Case 6
Figure 6. Backbone curve for cylindrical shells: (6a) case 5 reported by Nowinski [35], Raju et al.[36] and
Selmane et al.[37]; (6b) case 6 reported by Raju et al.[36]
11.2 Validation: Nonlinear vibration of cylindrical shells
There are limited number of studies on the nonlinear vibration of conical shells and within
the existing one some (e.g. [16],[38] and [39]) lack the suﬃcient data for reproducing the results.
Therefore for validation of the nonlinear results of the current study, the cases of cylindrical shell
has been simulated using a cone with a small angle. Two cases have been studied namely:
• Case 5: Nonlinear vibration of a cylindrical shell reported by Nowinski [35], Raju et al.[36]
and Selmane et al.[37] where the shell parameters where reported to be: nc = 4, αc = 0.01◦,
R1 = 0.0254m (R2 = 0.025407m), L = 0.0399m, h = 2.54E − 4 × 10−4m, E = 204.08GP a, ν =
0.3 and ρ = 7833.5kg/m3. The boundary conditions for this case is U = V = W = 0 and
∂W/∂x left to be free. The natural linear vibration frequency obtained in the current study
is 8591.32 × 2π[rad/s] vs 8553.74 × 2π[rad/s] reported by Raju et al.[36], that shows good
accordance.
• Case 6: Nonlinear vibration of a cylindrical shell reported by Raju et al.[36] that is the same
as case 5 other than the boundary conditions that was reported to be V = 0 and U ,W and
∂W/∂x left to be free. The natural linear vibration frequency obtained in the current study
is 6453.46×2π[rad/s] vs 6428.07×2π[rad/s] reported by Raju et al.[36] and they only diﬀer
by 0.5%.
Figure 6a shows comparison of the backbone curve for case 5 and as can be seen the results of cur-






































































(b) Nonlinear Frequency [Hz]
Figure 7. Variation of nonlinear frequency for diﬀerent circumferential mode numbers(nc = 6 − 10) for
truncated cone case 3:(7a) backbone curve; (7b) nonlinear frequency [Hz]
and Nemeth’s models lied between those reported by Selmane et al.[37] and Raju et al.[36] and
show good accordance. Figure 6b shows comparison of the results of the present study and those
reported by Raju et al.[36] for case 6 and it also shows good agreement. It should be noted that
while Nowinski [35] used Donnell’s type of nonlinearities in his study, Raju et al.[36] and Selmane
et al.[37] employed Sander’s theory taking into account the nonlinear rotations around the normal
to the surface plane(c1 = 0 and c2 = c3 = 1). Moreover Nowinski [35] assumed the mode shapes to
have two components, a harmonic and a time variable component to satisfy the periodicity of the
circumferential displacements that behaves roughly similar to a companion mode and might re-
sult in lower nonlinear frequencies. Raju et al.[36] formulated the ﬁnite element solution in terms
of a 12-degrees polynomial that is relatively more loose in comparison to the 8 degrees of freedom
of this particular case in the current study. Selmane et al.’s[37] work is more similar to the current
study though the in that work the non-diagonal elements of the nonlinear stiﬀness matrix are ne-
glected. Based on the numerical results (not presented here), omitting the non-diagonal elements
of the nonlinear stiﬀness matrix results in higher nonlinear frequencies but the exact match to
those reported by Selmane et al.[37] could not be obtained.
11.3 Nonlinear Vibration of Truncated Conical Shells
11.3.1 Circumferential mode number
Having the developed model suﬃciently validated, eﬀect of various parameters can be inves-












































































Figure 8. Eﬀects of geometrical parameters: (8a) cone half angle; (8b) L/R1 ratio
numbers; namely nc = 5 − 8 for the loosely clamped truncated cone case 3 (αc = 45.1◦) both in
terms of backbone curve and the nonlinear frequency [Hz]. The ﬁrst observation from ﬁgure 7b
is the relatively smaller diﬀerences between predictions of diﬀerent theories for conical shells in
comparison to the cylindrical shells for this particular case. Investigating the mode shapes re-
vealed that, this can be partially attributed to the fact that the maximum amplitude of nonlinear
vibration occurs at nodes closer to the large end of the truncated cone in comparison to the cylin-
drical shells that it occurs close to the middle of the cylinder. Therefore the eﬀect of the constraint
on the amplitude of the vibration is more dominant and it limits the rotational terms in the more
complex theories. Moreover it can be seen increasing the circumferential mode number increases
the nonlinearity eﬀects on the relative nonlinear frequency. This can be explained by the appear-
ance of nc as a multiplier in the diﬀerentiations with respect to the second principle coordinates
(/ξ2) in the linear rotation parameters ϕ2 and ϕ of equation (2). Same phenomenon can be ob-
served more clearly in ﬁgure 7b. While the minimum linear frequency for this case happens at
nc = 9, the amplifying eﬀect of the circumferential mode number, resulted in demonstrating the
highest nonlinear eﬀect and the lowest observable nonlinear frequency occurs at nc = 7. More-
over the same eﬀect resulted in multiple cross-overs between the nonlinear responses of diﬀerent
circumferential mode numbers. Therefore it is important to perform the nonlinear analysis over
a wider range of circumferential mode numbers for obtaining the minimum nonlinear frequency
for the amplitude of interest instead of relying on the lowest linear frequency.
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11.3.2 Geometry
To study the effect of geometrical properties the following cases have been studied:
• Case 7: Loosely clamped truncated cone where geometrical properties are R1 = 0:10115m,
L=R1 = 2, h = 2:54  10 4 m and the material properties and the boundary conditions same
as case 3 other than the density that is chosen to be  = 7833:5kg=m3. The circumferential
mode number is selected to be nc = 7.
• Case 8: Same as case 3 with  c = 45  and nc = 7.
• Case 9: Loosely clamped aluminum truncated cone with the same material properties and
dimensions (other than the thickness) as case 4 with circumferential mode number nc = 7
and the boundary conditions were chosen to be U = V = W = 0 and @W =@xleft to be free.
Figure 8a shows the effect of cone half angle on the relative nonlinear frequency of the trun-
cated cone shell of case 7 for three different theories. The cone half angle values are taken to be
 c = 15 ;30 ;45 ;60 and 75  and the associated first mode natural linear frequencies
have been calculated to be 498.5, 491.1, 438.7, 338.8 and 206.3[Hz]. The linear frequency de-
creases as the cone moves from a cylinder towards a flat plate. The first contributing factor to this
behavior is the increase of the lateral (and subsequently the mass of the cone) for this configu-
ration by about 60% when the angle increases from 15 to 75  . Notably the difference between
predictions of Donnell’s and Sanders’ and Nemeth’s theories follow the same trend. In case of con-
ical shells in the current formulation 1=R1 = 1= 11 = 0, the appearance of 1=sin( c) and 1=tan( c)
in the denominator of the omitted terms of Donnell’s theory (second principle and geodesic radii
of curvature) is another contributing factor for this behavior. In other words, the tangential dis-
placement (u2 = V ) induces stronger nonlinear behavior for cases closer to cylindrical shells than
those of flat plates. On the other hand as can be seen the effect of nonlinearity shows its minimum
value at 45 .
Figure 8b shows the effect of variation of the slant length to small radius ratio for cone of case
8. The selected values for are L=R1 = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 and the obtained associated first
mode natural linear frequencies are 2636.1, 1428.5, 657.9, 434.5 and 315.1[Hz]. As can be seen
the relative nonlinear frequency increases with increasing the length of the cone. Additionally
longer cones demonstrate stronger nonlinear response at higher amplitudes.
Figure 9 shows the variation of relative nonlinear frequency with the variation of h=R1 at R1=h=400,
200, 100, 50 and 25 and the associated linear frequencies were calculated to be 141.5, 147.2, 186.6,
232 and 362.5[Hz]. Skipping the case of very thin shell (R1=h=400), as can be seen the variation
of relative frequency ratio with the thickness follows a linear trend. While recalling figure 7a the
variation of relative nonlinear frequency with the absolute amplitude of the vibration follows a




































Figure 9. Case 9: Variation of relative nonlinear























Figure 10. Case 3: Absolute nonlinear fre-

















































Figure 11. Eﬀect of boundary conditions on shell of case 3: (11a) clamped; (11b) simply supported
early increased with the thickness and therefore the relative nonlinear frequency becomes linear
as a result of the division of a second order function to a ﬁrst order one.
11.3.3 Boundary conditions
Though various boundary conditions have been applied for the previous cases, the eﬀect of
boundary conditions speciﬁcally investigated in this subsection. The cone geometry and material
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properties were selected to be the same as case 3 andnc = 7. Selected boundary conditions using
Tong’s[40] convention are:
• CC2: Loosely clamped where U = W = @W =@x= 0 and V left to be free.
• CC4: Fully clamped where W = V = @W =@x= 0.
• SS1: Simply supported where W = 0 and V , U and @W =@xare left to be free.
• SS3: Simply supported where V = W = 0 and U and @W =@xare left to be free.
Figure 11a presents the backbone curves for boundary conditions CC2 and CC4. The nonlinear
responses of simply supported shells are presented in figure 11b and demonstrate higher frequen-
cies in comparison to the clamped ones. As can be seen for both cases, constraining more degrees
of freedom results in the reduction of the relative nonlinear frequency in both clamped and simply
supported cases. Though it should be noted that as it is shown in Figure 10 the more constrained
cases demonstrate higher linear frequencies and therefore their reduced nonlinear responses point
to higher absolute frequencies.
12 Conclusion and Remarks
In the current study the nonlinear vibration of truncated conical shells for four di erent shell
theories namely Donnell, Sanders with nonlinear rotation along the normal to surface neglected,
Sanders and Nemeth have been formulated for anisotropic materials. The formulation employed
finite element exact solution of the linear case in conjunction with the generalized coordinates
obtained by Lagrange equations to derive the nonlinear amplitude equation of the vibration in
the matrix form. The amplitude equation has been solved using a hybrid iterative method to
study the e ect of various parameters on the nonlinear response of the shell. Results for the
linear frequencies have been validated against the existing experimental data in the literature for
truncated cones and show good accordance. The nonlinear results have been validated against
the existing results of cylindrical shells and found to be in good agreement. E ects of various
parameters have been studied as follows:
• In all cases Donnell’s theory predicted higher nonlinear response than the other three the-
ories. Moreover in all cases presented in the current study the di erence between the pre-
dictions of Nemeth’s and Sanders’ theories found to be very small though Sander’s thoery
predictions found to have the larger value. This can be attributed to the relatively thin shells
selected for the current study and the lack of shear deformation since there is a significant
emphasis on the shear deformation in the development of Nemeth’s theory[18].
• It was found that higher circumferential numbers result in an amplified nonlinear response.
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 The relative nonlinear frequency found to demonstrate its minimum when the semi-vertex
angle of the cone is equal to 45 degree while the di erence between Donnell’s and other
theories is larger at lower semi-vertex angle. It was found that the nonlinear response in-
creases with increasing the length to small radius ratio and this e ect is stronger at higher
amplitudes of vibration.
• Other than the case of very thin shells, the variation of relative nonlinear frequency with the
thickness found to be linear with higher slopes at higher amplitudes of vibration.
• It was found that the shell demonstrates weaker nonlinear response with adding more con-
straints, though the absolute value of the nonlinear response is higher at the more con-
strained cases.
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Appendix A Through-the-thickness Strain Deformation Matrix
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0 0
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z2
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Appendix B Work Conjugate Stress-Resultants
















































































































































>>; d 3 (B.1e)
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Appendix C Conical Shell Linear Equilibrium Equations in Terms
of Stress Resultants
The principle parameters of conical shells can be obtained from the following equation:
A1( 1;  2) = 1;A2( 1;  2) =  1 sin( c);
1
R1( 1;  2)
= 0;
1
R2( 1;  2)
=
1











By introducing the geometrical parameters of conical shells into the general equilibrium equations













(n11   n22)  
1
2 1





















































 1 sin( c)

2m12
























 1 tan( c)
= 0
(C.2c)























Appendix D Elements of Symmetric Constitutive Matrix





















CC1;2 = + A012 (D.2)














































CC1;5 = + A112 (D.5)































































CC1;9 = + R1016 (D.9)
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CC1;10 = + R2012 (D.10)






























































































































CC2;4 = + A112 (D.15)











































CC2;7 = + R1012 (D.18)
CC2;8 = + R2026 (D.19)





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CC4;5 = + A212 (D.35)
































































CC4;9 = + R1116 (D.39)
CC4;10 = + R2112 (D.40)


























































































































CC5;7 = + R1112 (D.45)
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CC5;8 = + R2126 (D.46)





































































































































































































































































































































































































CC7;9 = + Q11016 (D.60)
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CC7;10 = + Q12012 (D.61)





































































































CC8;9 = + Q12066 (D.65)
CC8;10 = + Q22026 (D.66)









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 11  22
Q12012  
1




































































































































































































































































Appendix E Through-the-thickness Elasticity Coefficient Inte-
grals
E.1 Compliance Tensor








Q¯pq (  3)












































If shell consists of NLYRS layers, each with a constant thickness such as tl, that each one presents
constant properties through the thickness of the shell element (Q¯pq;l = cte), integrals of equation
(E.1) can be replaced with summations. The Akpq for zero and first order shear deformation model











For first order shear deformation model (when Fi = Fj =  3), the through-the-thickness integrals
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When a constant thickness lamina is replaced with its equivalent linearly-variable thickness
layer that presents the same thickness at a location such as  1 =  1;m, the coordinates-free through-
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Assuming the volumetric density of the shell through the thickness is defined as  ( 3) function,


















d 3 (k = 0;1;2) (E.5)
Similar to the previous section, if the shell consists of NLYRS layers, each with a constant thickness
such as tl, that each one presents a constant density through the thickness of the shell element
( l = cte), above integrals converts to the following summations:

k =  k0 +  0 
k
 0














































The definition of  3;l is as same as what has been given in equation (E.3), the definition of IA;k( 3) is
same as (E.2a) and  0;  2 f0; 1gare flag parameters to neglect or to consider the effects of principle
radii of curvature at zero, one and third order.
When a constant thickness lamina is replaced with its equivalent linearly-variable thickness layer
that presents the same thickness at a location such as  1 =  1;m, the areal densities demonstrate
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where  kc is the calculated areal density for the original constant thickness shell using equation
(E.6).
Appendix F Matrix of Equilibrium Equations for Variable Thick-
ness Conical Shells
Introducing the following aliases:
sn= sin( c) (F.1a)
cs= cos( c) (F.1b)
tn = tan( c) (F.1c)




matrix for linearly variable thickness truncated cones can be for-
mulated as follows:


















































































































































































































+ 2W¯2014   W¯
20























































































































































































































































































































































































+ 2W¯1015   W¯
10
25 +  0

+2R¯1012




























































































































































































































































































C¯P3;2 =   A¯022
(n2c)
(sn2)


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































C¯P5;2 = + A¯026
1
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flCP5;7 =   A¯026
1
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C¯P5;10 =   R¯2026
1
tn







+ 6W¯2114   W¯
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flCP6;1 =   A¯022
1
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C¯P6;6 =   A¯012
1
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flCP6;8 = + 4A¯112
1
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C¯P6;9 =   R¯1012
1
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+ 6W¯1115   W¯
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C¯P6;13 = + 2A¯112
1
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C¯P7;5 = + Q¯12026
(n2c)
(sn2)
  3Y¯21014 + Z¯
120















































































































































































































































































































































C¯P8;4 = + Q¯11066
(n2c)
(sn2)
  3Y¯11015 + Z¯
110
55 +  0























































































































C¯P8;8 =   R¯1012
1
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  W¯1125 +  0

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C¯P9;2 = + R¯2026
(n2c)
(sn2)
















































































































































flCP9;5 = + Q¯22026
(n2c)
(sn2)
  3Y¯22046 + Z¯
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C¯P10;4 = + Q¯12066
(n2c)
(sn2)
  3Y¯12056 + Z¯
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Appendix G Properties of The Solution Basis Function
The following operators and di erentiations has the closed-form result over the functions
space defined by S:
8r 2 R : r = H (0;0:5r;0;0) 2 S (G.1a)
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8r 2 R; 8H 2 S : r  H = H ( ; r  c;se;ce) 2 S (G.1b)
8H1, H2 2 S : H ( 1;c1;se1;ce1) + H ( 2;c2;se2;ce2) 2 S (G.1c)
8H1;H2 2 S : H ( 1;c1;se1;ce1)  H ( 2;c2;se2;ce2) =
H ( 1  2;c1c2;se1 + se2;ce1 + ce2) + H ( 1  2  ;c1c2  ;se1 + se2;ce1 + ce2) 2 S
(G.1d)
8H 2 S( , 0) : 
 1
H ( ; c;se;ce) = H (   1;c  =L;se;ce) 2 S (G.1e)
8H 2 S(se, 0; ce, 0) : 
 2
H ( ; c;se;ce) =
H ( ; n c  c;se  1;ce+ 1) + H ( ;  n c  c;se+ 1;ce  1) 2 S
(G.1f)
Moreover, the "One" and "Zero" constants for multiplication and addition over this function space
are H (0;1:0;0;0) and H (0;0;0;0) accordingly. It is also worth mentioning that multiplication of a
complex number to a basis function of this type is not a member of this space ( 9 z 2 C ) z  H <
S). Using the definition of "One" it is possible to define any real constant (such as elements ofh
C¯C0
i
matrix) as a member of S function space. The metrics, principle and geodesic radii of the
curvature of conical shells can also be defined in form of the basis function of equation (55) :




= H (0;0:5;0;0); H1=A2 ,
1
A2( 1; 2)




= H (0;0;0;0); H1=R2 ,
1
R2( 1; 2)




= H (0;0;0;0); H1= 22 ,
1
 22
= H ( 1; 0:5=L;0;0)
(G.2)
Moreover by assuming:






Evaluation at a point results:












[cR cos( I y)   cI sin( I y)] (sin(nc 2))se(cos(nc 2))ce (2 R) (G.4)
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The surface element of a truncated conical surface is defined as:
d 
 = A1A2d  1d  2 = 1  sin( c) 1d  1d  2 = H (1;0:5Lsin( c))d  1d  2 (G.6)
The integration over a truncated conical shell elements defined over a domain such as 
 = ( 1;0:: 1;1;0::2 ),




H ( ; c;se;ce)d 
 =
 

















Due to small set of possible values for seand ce, the second term of the right hand side of equation
(G.7) can be calculated using a small look up table. For the most occurring cases of (se= 0;ce= 2)
and (se= 2;ce= 0) that term is given by:
Appendix H Constitutive Matrix for Variable Thickness Conical
Shells




symmetric matrix multiplied by the associated  1 exponent
on the left hand side, can be obtained as follows:

 1
1 C¯C1;1 = + A¯
0














1 C¯C1;3 = + A¯
0















1 C¯C1;4 = + A¯
1















1 C¯C1;6 = + A¯
1









1 C¯C1;7 = + R¯
10









1 C¯C1;8 = + R¯
20



















1 C¯C1;11 = + W¯
10











1 C¯C1;12 = + W¯
20














1 C¯C2;2 = + A¯
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1 C¯C2;3 = + A¯
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1 C¯C2;5 = + A¯
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1 C¯C3;7 = + R¯
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1 C¯C3;8 = + R¯
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1 C¯C3;9 = + R¯
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1 C¯C3;10 = + R¯
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1 C¯C3;11 = + W¯
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1 C¯C3;12 = + W¯
20
































1 C¯C4;4 = + A¯
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1 C¯C4;6 = + A¯
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1 C¯C4;7 = + R¯
11









1 C¯C4;8 = + R¯
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1 C¯C4;11 = + W¯
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1 C¯C4;12 = + W¯
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1 C¯C5;5 = + A¯
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1 C¯C5;6 = + A¯
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1 C¯C5;10 = + R¯
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1 C¯C5;11 = + W¯
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1 C¯C5;12 = + W¯
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1 C¯C6;7 = + R¯
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1 C¯C7;7 = + Q¯
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1 C¯C7;8 = + Q¯
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1 C¯C7;11 = + Y¯
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1 C¯C7;12 = + Y¯
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1 C¯C8;8 = + Q¯
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1 C¯C8;11 = + Y¯
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1 C¯C8;12 = + Y¯
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1 C¯C9;9 = + Q¯
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1 C¯C10;11 = + Y¯
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1 C¯C10;12 = + Y¯
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1 C¯C11;11 = + Z¯
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Appendix I Total Strain Vector Components in S Function Space

















































































































































































































































































Appendix J Matrix Derivatives
J.1 Review of Matrix Calculus
Presenting the derivations of the following subsections requires a brief review of matrix cal-
culus including some definitions and identities is provided here. Most of the following identities
can be found in classic matrix calculus texts and articles including [41], [42] and [43].
To keep the formulations condensed the notations of this section are slightly different from the
rest of the document and are mostly similar to what that has been used by Brewer in [44]. Ma-
trices are shown by upper case bold letter (e.g. A) and column vectors are presented with lower
case bold letter (e.g x). The kth row of a matrix such as A is shown with Ak;: and the kth column
is shown with A :;k. The ik element of A is denoted aik . The n  n unit matrix is denoted In. The




The dimension underscore will be dropped if the dimension can be understood from the context.






which has the dimension (p  q) and has a single "1" element located at ik element and zero else-
where.
The Kronecker product of A(p q ) and B(st ) denoted by A 




a11B a12B    a1qB














ek =(pq)e(i  1)q +k (J.4)
Another useful definition is the following block-unit matrix, that contains an identity matrix at its
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It should be noted that the Kronecker product of two vectors such as am1 and bn1 can be con-



























The vectorization operator generates a vector from a matrix such as A by creating a stacking




















 (qp )E ki (J.8)
A permutation matrix such as
(p q )
U has only a single "1" entry in each row and column. Given a row
number such as r or a column number such as c for an elementary permutation matrix such as
(p q )
U
the corresponding non-zero column or row can be obtained from:




+ p(q+ r   1) (J.9a)




+ q(p + c   1) (J.9b)
where dedenotes the ceiling function. Following Vetter’s definition for the matrix derivative, the
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Similarly the Vetter’s definition for the derivative of a matrix such as A(p q ) with respect to another






























 C = A 
 (B 
 C) (J.12f)
(A + H ) 
 (B + R) = A 
 B + A 
 R + H 
 B + H 
 R (J.12g)
(A 
 B)| = A | 
 B| (J.12h)
(A 
 B) (D 
 G) = (AD 










 B) = (cA) 
 B = A 
 (cB) (c 2 C) (J.12k)
(A 
 B)  1 = A  1 
 B  1 (if dimensions allow the operation) (J.12l)
vec(A + H ) = vec(A) + vec(H ) (J.12m)
vec(A | ) =
(p q )
U  vec(A) (J.12n)
vec(AD ) = (I s 














(D | ):;k 




B (I t 



































y = Iq (J.12t)
Dimensions of matrices and vectors in (J.12) are: Ap q ,Bst ,Cr l ,Dqs ,Fqu ,Gt u ,Hp q and yq1 .
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J.2 Linear-Linear Component
The linear-linear component of energies in the equations of motion has the following shape:
 11 = x
| Y x (J.13)
where the dimensions are: x1K and x
|
1K and YK K . Using identities of (J.12) The derivative of




@x (I 1 







= IK Y x + (IK 
 x | )vec(Y )
= Y x + (Y | 
 I 1)vec(x | ) = Y x + Y | x
(J.14)
It should be noted that if Y be a symmetric matrix, then Y = Y | ; hence (J.14) becomes:
@ 11
@x = 2Y x
(J.15)
which is the familiar representation of linear mass and stiness matrices.
J.3 Linear-Nonlinear Component
The nonlinear-linear component of energy has the following form:
 12 = x
| Y (x 
 x) (J.16)
where the dimensions are: x |1K , (x 














z         }|         {
 
(K2)





































The second term on the right hand side of equation (J.18) is a vector by size of K2  1, therefore












































































EI i = (vec(Y ))| (J.21)
Therefore:
 12 = x
| Y (x 
 x) = y˜|12x 
3 (J.22)
Using equation (J.12r), for the derivative of x 
























































Introducing the following alias:





and using equation (J.12r), for the derivative of x 



























































Recalling (J.12p) and the structure of IK that contains only K non-zero entries yields:
W 3(vec(IK 














xj W 3:;j +(m 1)(K +1)K
(J.26)
Introducing m0 , j + (m   1)(K + 1)K as an alias and substituting equation (J.26) in (J.54) and






















EI j x 
2 (J.28)






























To simplify equation (J.27) further, first recalling (J.24) we decompose W 3:;m0 back to its compo-
nents again. Both components are permutation matrix type so at each column they have only a
single "non-zero" entry or they are unit vector type.
For the first component, it should be noted that (IK3 ):;m0 =
(m0)
eK3 . Therefore the summation within
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()
vecI() operator disappears. Hence:




















































Therefore the structure of V I 4 has the following format:
















1 IK 0K    0K














K 0K 0K    IK














K (K + 1) + 1 IK 0K    0K




























K3 0K 0K    IK
(J.31)
In other words V I 4 is a block matrix with block dimension K  K and dimension of K3  K that
the locations of its non-zero identity blocks are given by:
(j + (m   1)(K + 1)K; j ) j;m 2 f1; 2;    ;Kg (J.32)








U 0K2    0K2
0K2
(K K )
U    0K2
:::
::: 0K2






That is a a block matrix with block dimension of K2  K2 and the outer dimension of K  K . The
diagonal of this block matrix is comprised of
(K K )
U elementary permutation matrices. Again using
some mathematical manipulations, considering the location of "1" elements on the right hand side
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of equation (J.33), for the second component we have:
























1 IK 0K    0K










































K (K   1) + 1 0K 0K    IK




























K3 0K 0K    IK
(J.34)
In other words, U I 4 is a block matrix with block dimension K  K and outer dimension of K3  K
that the locations of its non-zero identity blocks are given by:

(m   1)K2 + Kj + m   K; j

j;m 2 f1; 2;    ;Kg (J.35)
Recalling equation (J.6) and the fact that the locations of "1" entries in vec(In) are located at m” =



























































































= V I 4 (J.38)
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2 = (V I 4 + W 4(U I 4 + V I 4))x 
2 (J.40)






































Defining the following alias:






y˜|12 0(1K 3) 0(1(K 4  2K 3))
0(1K 3) y˜
|





















The nonlinear-linear component of energy has the following form:
 21 = (x 
 x)
| Y x (J.44)
where the dimensions are: (x 
 x)|1K 2 , xK 1 and YK2 K . Recalling that since this a scalar and inner
products of participating vectors are commutative yields:
 21 = (x 
 x)
| Y x = (Y x)| (x 
 x) = x | Y | (x 
 x) (J.45)
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Equation (J.45) has the same form as equation (J.16). Therefore by introducingY T = Y | the deriva-










where Z˜21 can be obtained by substituting Y
|
21 in place of Y in equations (J.21) and (J.42a).
J.5 Nonlinear-Nonlinear Component
The nonlinear-linear component of energy has the following form:
 22 = (x 
 x)
| Y (x 
 x) (J.47)
where the dimensions are: (x 
 x)|1K 2 , (x 
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The second term on the right hand side of equation (J.49) is a vector by size of K2  1, therefore
employing equation (J.12o) yields:
 
(x 














































































EI i = (vec(Y ))| (J.52)
Introducing the following alias:








@x = W 5
h













Taking similar approach to what presented in section J.3, yields:
h











































Again decomposing W 3 back to its components and after some mathematical manipulations and
considering the location of "1" entries in each column of IK3 for the first component we have:


















1 IK2 0K2    0K2














K 0K2 0K2    IK2














K (K + 1) + 1 IK2 0K2    0K2




























K3 0K2 0K2    IK2
(J.56)
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In other words V I 5 has the same structure as V I 4 with the only di erence being constructed from
block dimension K2  K2 instead of K  K .
Similarly for the second component we have:
























1 IK2 0K2    0K2










































K (K   1) + 1 0K2 0K2    IK2




























K3 0K2 0K2    IK2
(J.57)
Again the only di erence between U I 5 and U I 4 is being formed from block dimensions K2  K2
instead of K  K . Therefore:
@x
4
@x = W 5(U I 5 + V I 5)x

3 (J.58)





























W 5(V I 5 + U I 5)x 
3
(J.59)
Defining the following aliases:






y˜|22 0(1K 4) 0(1(K 5  2K 4))
0(1K 4) y˜
|










V22 = W 5(V I 5 + U I 5) (J.60b)
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The differentiation of equation (J.59) can be written as:
@ 22
@x = K˜22x

3
,

Z˜22V22

x 
3 (J.61)
